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Foundations and core concepts

Introduction

Organizations are complex, constantly moving and can often seem unpredictable. Dealing with uncertainty is hard but it is a constant in business. The challenge is to get into the best position possible to make consistently good decisions in an ambiguous world. The only way to do this is to arm yourself with the right tools, both on a conceptual and technological level. A great example of how to do this comes from the world of economics.

In 1959 natural gas was discovered in the Netherlands. Intuition would say that gas means money, better business and more jobs. Good for everyone, right? Unfortunately not. After finding the gas, there were job losses and increased unemployment. On the face of it, a completely illogical and incomprehensible result. So what was really going on? The discovery of gas led to the appreciation of the Dutch currency, which in turn meant that the price of exports increased. Businesses lost trade as markets were unable to afford the increases in price and the knock-on effect meant cuts and job losses across organizations.

This example is a fantastic demonstration of systems thinking, a situation in which one part of a system, (in this case the economic system – the oil and gas industry) has a hidden connection with another part of the system (the manufacturing industry). The real question is, can seemingly unconnected relationships and unlikely scenarios such as the example above be predicted? It could, and in fact in economic circles these interactions are now modelled by economists, to run scenarios and predict the impact of the economic development of natural resources. The phenomenon even has its own name: Dutch Disease.

Why is this relevant to the organization? An organization has many similarities to an economy. For example, both have tangible and intangible drivers and both are extremely volatile. Both are extremely difficult to
understand in full and to manage accordingly. Like an economy, the organ-
ization and organizational change can only be understood from a systems
perspective.

In the same way in which economists model economies, can we begin
modelling the organization in a way that connects the organizational system?
Can we simplify the complexities of this system to understand it as a whole,
see the ‘unseen’ connections and get a glimpse of seemingly unpredictable
scenarios before they happen?

I believe we are part of an exciting time where the advances of technology
are allowing us to gain a true competitive advantage by using data and ana-
lytics from across organizations to model and connect the organizational
system. This type of insight doesn’t happen overnight. It requires a long
journey, from collecting and analysing the data, to understanding how it
impacts the business and then implementing the changes needed for business
improvement.

This chapter lays many of the foundational building blocks for this book:
a mental model for organizational analytics and design. Starting from a
theoretical approach to the organization, I set out three foundations:

- **Foundation 1**: The organization is a system
- **Foundation 2**: Organizational data is hierarchical
- **Foundation 3**: Organizational data is messy

The chapter then lays out a three-step approach to deal with each one of
these:

- **Method 1**: Create hierarchical data structures
- **Method 2**: Link the many to many
- **Method 3**: Visualize to analyse

This chapter challenges some assumptions in current design work, and
throws out some of the tools that have traditionally been used. I hope it
provides you with a fresh perspective, and a new way of seeing and under-
standing the organization.

**Foundation 1: The organization is a system**

Understanding the organization as a system is at the heart of this book’s
application of organization design. Organization design is not about who
reports to whom; it is about what each role in the organization is required
to do, what decisions need to be made, what activities need to be done, what competencies are required to do these things and which employees have the right set of competencies for each role. The connections are many and interlinked. Treating the organization as a system is about seeing and closing the gap between these areas. Answering the sorts of questions like: What are the optimum number of full-time employees (FTEs) for my organization? How are my customers going to be served? What are the value chains needed to serve those customers? How much of my workforce should be in-house versus contracting?

The idea of treating the organization as a system is not new, but the thinking is rarely applied in practice. Taking a couple of examples from existing literature, the organization as a system has been defined in the following terms:

Designing organizations is the process of purposefully configuring the elements of an organization to effectively and efficiently achieve its strategy and deliver intended business, customer and employee outcomes.\(^1\)

Driving business strategy and operating context requires holistic thinking (systems, structures, people, performance measures, processes, culture, skills...); design for the future; not to be undertaken likely; a fundamental process and not a repair job.\(^2\)

These descriptions are all very well, but what do they really mean? How pragmatically can we make sense of the idea of the organization as a system in a value adding way rather than an academic concept?

Let’s start at a high level. An organization has a vision, a reason for being. This is translated into goals, objectives and more broadly into a strategy in how to achieve these (see Chapter 2.2 for a detailed description of these terms). Objectives are then broken down and delivered by employees who fulfil roles within a reporting structure. Each role is associated with certain processes and competencies required to deliver the objectives and processes ascribed to that role. I could keep going round in circles, but the system can only start to be understood as a model. Figure 1.3.1 shows some of the elements of the organizational system and how they can start to be connected.

This model in Figure 1.3.1 falls short of covering all the aspects of the organization – models are never able to convey the whole truth. It only shows particular elements and connections of the organization, but it is a useful way to begin to understand the complexities of the system. At first glance it may feel complex and overwhelming. I recommend you take your time, step through it slowly and focus on each of the various connections separately. The questions highlight the sorts of thought processes you should
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go through. For instance, how do you translate the strategy to specific goals and objectives as will be outlined in Chapter 3.3? Once the objectives are clear, you then need to define who is responsible for each one. That is represented by the links between the list of ‘Goals and Objectives’ and ‘Employees’. The datasets each have a wealth of information in them. For instance, the employee dataset will frequently have demographic, performance and reward data as outlined in Chapter 3.2. An example of a gap is the difference between required numbers of people and the actual supply of people (as explained in Chapter 4.5). There are feedback loops; for instance, I may have a target headcount in my desired org structures, but is that number right (as is explained in Chapter 3.7) and does the top-down financial implication of this headcount match my financial goals? The system starts at two ends: the strategy and what the system needs to deliver to the customer. The customer dataset is drawn at the top, to signify their primary importance, with the employees right in the middle as the connection point between all the elements. Not every connection or nuance from this figure will make sense at first glance. That is fine. After you read more and more of this book, each of the elements of the system will become understandable.

I will reference aspects of this model throughout the book, putting each part of the organizational system into the context of the interrelated whole. Part Two covers vision and strategy, high-level goals, structural options and summary processes, while Part Three details objectives, processes, non-process, competencies and rightsizing. Part Four focuses on executing the plans developed in the macro and micro stages.

Exploring the organizational system in more detail, a good way to think through all its connections in practical terms is to think about a job description as shown in Figure 1.3.2. A job description systematically captures all the major elements of the organizational system. You have the person, the role, the salary and who he or she reports to. You have a description of the objectives the person is expected to fulfil, the overall responsibilities, what he or she is supposed to do, and a list of projects that person will be focusing on and the competencies (ie skills and behaviours) required.

On this level, the organizational system conceptually is not that hard to grasp. However, in practical terms the issue is scale. Having one job description is quite simple but what about when we look at 10,000 or even just 100? It is impossible to know how each person relates to every other person, especially across all functions – the brain can only process so much.

Unfortunately, it isn’t always possible to keep organizations in small units. The complexity and size of organizations mean that often the basics
**Figure 1.3.1** The organizational system

The organizational system; ensuring your strategy meets customer demand

- **Customers**
  - How are customers served?
  - Responsibilities

- **Processes & Activities**
  - Per cent Time
  - Employees fulfills roles

- **Competencies**
  - Employees competencies
  - GAP analysis
  - Which competencies are core?

- **Employees**
  - Responsibilities
  - What are my key goals?

- **Goals & Objectives**
  - GAP analysis
  - Is right sized?

- **Org Structures & Positions**
  - Headcount reports

**Strategy**

**Key**

- Data Sets
- Reports
- Links
- Questions
are not understood, to the point where a large majority of firms I speak to don’t know their headcount and certainly not their headcount over time, by function, location, grade and employment type (eg permanent versus contractor).

For example, I once worked with a fast-moving consumer goods (FMCG) firm who had roughly 20 manufacturing plants around Europe. They all produced the same products and by and large had the same processes. Within those processes quality control was crucial and strictly regulated. However, there was no consistency across the plants. The numbers of people working across quality control varied between two and eight. When we performed analysis we found that despite the difference in numbers, they were all covering the same amount of work. So, why the variation in number? At best they were just being inefficient and at worst, creating a massive corporate risk.

This type of obscurity not only hinders business performance but also halts individual development and performance. If managers do not know what their reports should be doing, how can they give effective feedback? How well do you know they are doing in achieving their objectives? Are they on target or not? Do they have too much to do, resulting in performance suffering across the board?
To understand the interplay between all these moving parts we need to understand and break down the structural nature of the organization.

**Foundation 2: Organizational data is hierarchical**

The basis of my working definition of ‘organizational data’ in the context of organization design is data that has the person as the central unit of analysis. This is not the same as ‘people data’, which is a subset of organizational data and relates specifically to a person rather than their numerous connections and links across the organization. To put this in context, every part of the organizational system in Figure 1.3.1 can be understood as organizational data. Even if you approach a design from a specific process or competencies perspective, these areas of the organization always link back to a person. Understood in this way, organizational data has two far reaching consequences for the organization design methodology in this book: first, organizational data needs to be understood in the context of a hierarchy, and second people data cannot be broken down into one unit of analysis.

The easiest way to understand the hierarchical nature of organizations is to begin from a simple people perspective. The natural structure of most organizations is one with a people hierarchy, built upon specific role levels and reporting lines connecting employees to specific managers. If we want to understand this simply, all we need to do is create a standard organization chart (Figure 1.3.3).

**Figure 1.3.3** Organization chart coloured by department
Unfortunately, far too many organization designs stop at this perspective. Design work is seen as a simple exercise of moving boxes around a PowerPoint slide. However, it is too simple to look at the design of an organization simply from a people- or even role-based view. This brings us back to my second statement, that organizational data cannot be broken down into one unit of analysis. What I mean by this is that within a person as a unit you have clusters of information linked to the person; for instance, a set of objectives, a certain amount of experience, competencies, strengths and so on. It is impossible to break a person down into one skill, or a particular set of skills. The result of this complication is that when understanding how the organizational system is connected you have to go much deeper than a simple reporting line. In reality, what you are dealing with is a complex interconnected, overlapping web of objectives, processes, competencies and so on. Because people do not change very fast, and are not infinitely divisible, when dealing with organization design you have to deal with ambiguity. Things never fit together perfectly.

This complexity doesn’t mean we should give up, but that we need to understand how to break down the organizational system and see the connections. To do this we can apply the same hierarchical approach we took from a people perspective and apply it across the organizational system. In doing this, what you are actually doing is creating taxonomies for the various organization elements. Taxonomy is an area of science focused on classification or, put more simply, grouping things that are similar. It is a way of creating structures. A good example of taxonomy is the way Amazon organizes its products into different categories (eg books and audio versus sports and outdoors) and different subcategories (eg books, Kindle editions, children’s books) and so on. Taxonomies are a great way of categorizing and subcategorizing data into logical chunks of information.

If you take the organization you already have taxonomies in the definition of the system: roles, objectives, processes, competencies and so on. Within each one of these there will be further subcategories. For example, if you go back to your org chart, it is likely that attached to the role titles are certain categories such as function, location, salary band, organizational grade. Or think of objectives. These start as overarching goals and cascade into more and more specific objectives and key performance indicators or KPIs (see Chapter 3.3.). If you build out all these hierarchies you can then start to see how they relate to each other. Unfortunately, each area of the organizational system will not fit neatly on top of another. However, it gives you the building blocks for drawing the connections and links between them.
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Foundation 3: Organizational data is messy

The organizational system is naturally complicated. However, one of the reasons so many struggle to understand the as-is of their organization, let alone implement an organization design, is a misdirected approach to data. In the previous section I highlighted one of the unique features of people data; that as a unit of analysis they cannot be broken down into a single unit. This has consequences for how you approach people data in order to make sense of them. This section looks at what data you are really dealing with when doing an organization design before highlighting the challenges that come with this organizational data.

Let’s clarify immediately. Organizational data is not big data. At the time of writing this book there has been a huge buzz around big data and their potential business value. There is no doubt it is changing the way businesses are run. However, when it comes to people transformation and change, are big data really changing the way we design the organization?

There have been a lot of voices saying an emphatic Yes. For example Jay Galbraith, building on his four structural principles separating an organization (business divisions, organizational functions, international units and customer segments), suggested that big data is a fifth structural principle when restructuring. New functions will be the big data operations distinguishing themselves from the previous four structural principles that separated the organization.

I am not as convinced. Because of the hype there has been a lot of misuse of the term ‘big data’. Big data is not the be-all and end-all, and thinking they are will mean you approach your organizational analytics and design in the wrong way. So what is the difference between organizational data and big data?

**Big data**

- **What does it look like?** Big data involve looking at upwards of tens if not thousands of millions of information points that are often extremely fast moving.

- **The challenge?** Their complexity, speed and volume. Big data can often be recorded in real time, involving millions of transactions over a short amount of time. For example, I once worked with a global FMCG firm that took out over $500 million of working capital across 180 markets through inventory optimization and better
forecasting. This type of project represented a challenge in terms of the complexity of storing and analysing such large amounts of data in a useful and efficient way.

- **How to deal with big data.** Often when storing, processing and querying big data, and in the case of the FMCG firm, you would use a data warehouse (see Chapter 3.2 for a definition).

- **When do you use big data?** Examples include: marketing where big data allows more accurate customer segmentation through real-time analysis; in healthcare big data support more targeted treatment for patients; in recruitment big data allows employers to screen potential candidates more accurately through CV and social media analysis; and in the supply chain business, big data helps reduce inventory wastage.

My view is that big data will affect how organizations do their business, but will not have a massive impact on the process of designing organizations. In reality, they are only for the very largest organizations and for very specific data, such as social media data on candidates or recruitment where dataset sizes are larger than a million data points.

**Organizational data**

- **What does it look like?** Organizational datasets are relatively small and contain the many-to-many* links of the organizational system.

- **The challenge?** The complex nature of organizational data means it is often incomplete and subject to (relatively) slow but constant change. For example, organizational roles can have numerous different titles making standard analysis near impossible. Traditionally, organizational data is held in numerous systems and documents including human resource information systems (HRIS), payroll systems and disparate Excel spreadsheets. The messy nature of organizational data is one of the things that make it so challenging, not its size. Most organizational data will contain millions of data points and connections at most. This pales in comparison to the volume and velocity you are dealing with in big data. It is the fact that the data is usually incomplete, constantly changing, hard to

---

*In a relational database, links (say, between cells or rows) can be **one-to-one** (eg: one person ↔ one National Insurance number), **one-to-many** (eg: one order ↔ several items) or **many-to-many** (eg: products anyone can buy ↔ customers who can buy any product).
maintain and linked in complex ways that makes the organizational data so hard to manage.4

- **How to deal with people data.** Traditionally, there has been a lack of technical tools to help understand the complexities of people data. I have horrible memories of working on designs late into the night to deliver a project, only to get told at the eleventh hour that a certain figure or graph was wrong. Cue frantic changes in Excel and PowerPoint to get everything ready for the final presentation.

Traditional relational databases (for a definition of a relational database see Chapter 3.2) such as Excel are great for many things, but they are just not set up for design work. Simple rows and columns do not allow you to truly understand the many-to-many links of the organization. For example, when doing process design, tables do not allow you to see how a process links to a role, what competencies are required for that role, and who is the actual person fulfilling that role currently, because they are bound by a one-to-one relationship. The only way forward is to stop thinking in tables and instead think in terms of graphs. Graphs have the ability to connect disparate aspects of the organization because they allow for the multiple connections contained in organizational data (for a more detailed description of a graph database see Chapter 3.2). The thinking behind this book and organizational visualizations used is underpinned by a graph-based approach to organizational data, to allow for the many-to-many links contained in organizational data.

### Applying the foundations in practice

The way you see the world is the way you understand it. If you can’t see something it makes it much harder to understand. In the context of organizational data and analytics, being unable to see the links and connections of the organizational system not only means it takes a lot longer to perform analysis, but also means a lot of detail is obscured and lost. What all organizations need is a new way to see themselves. They need the ability to look round the corners; provide context; connect the system – people, activities, processes, costs and so on.

In 2014, I worked with one of the world’s largest fleet management companies who managed to do just that. Its business model is centred on optimizing the cost of serving customers while maintaining the highest standards of customer experience and satisfaction. However, the business
had no way of knowing what happened to its money, from overheads to specific customer allocation. It wanted to be able to improve its understanding of its cost base, pricing and the services supplied to each customer. Where could it improve its processes? Where could it offer better prices? Which customer support activities added most value?

It all starts with the data, so the company held short interviews with 70 key people in the process and gathered together all existing operations data. After 10 weeks, it had a clear view of work volumes and their causes. The organization could see its total cost base from three different points of view – from the perspective of project, process or customer relations. This set of relationships is shown in Figure 1.3.4.

There were many surprising large variations in costs. For example, the organization expected its specialist Customer Queries team to take up 0.9 per cent of the cost-to-serve. But other teams from across the business were also responding to customer queries, which meant the actual costs were 3.2 per cent. This represented a huge opportunity to significantly increase sales. Using this information the strategy team could have practical conversations about how to re-engineer a more efficient cost-to-serve process: which activities it wanted to carry on, which activities it wanted to stop and whether any activities needed tweaking slightly.

**FIGURE 1.3.4** Cost-to-serve model
This is a great example of the value in mapping and analysing the many-to-many connections of the organizational system in practice. It is the only way to truly understand what is going on, what has happened in the past and, based on this, make the most informed decisions possible for the future. When faced with change, this model is what helps you decide which aspects of the organization you should keep and which you should leave behind.

So, how do you get past the numbers? How do you connect the system practically in a way that is manageable and understandable? How can you create an accurate design and consistently make good decisions? How do you get to the point where analysing past and present data happens automatically, and the focus is on predicting future trends, making proactive rather than reactive business decisions?

In the next section, I outline three methods that underpin my approach to data-driven organization design. These methods are not a linear process but a continuous and interlinked cycle of activities, which feed into each other to help understand and connect the organizational system.

**Method 1: create hierarchical data structures**

As I outlined in Foundation 2, above, organizational data can be understood as a series of hierarchies. So, to understand and analyse the organization you need to build these hierarchies across the system. As is already probably apparent, hierarchical trees have quite specific terminology (see Figure 1.3.5 for an outline of key terms). In the context of taking a graph-based approach to understand the many-to-many connections of the organization, each position on any organizational hierarchical tree can be defined as a node. That is a connection point between multiple links. For example, a node in an org chart could represent a position that is linked to a person and a role, which are then in turn linked to numerous other data such as objectives and competencies. Equally, a node could represent an objective in an objectives tree or a process in a process tree. The node is purely an intersection point of information.

When doing organization design, like it or not, the trusty org chart is where most design starts. The org chart shows the layout of an organization in such a simple way and helps communicate the shape and structure of the reporting lines, as illustrated in Figure 1.3.3.

There is a common trap of reading too much into an org chart. It isn’t where the box sits but what is in the box that counts. For example, when doing org design, people often obsess with where their box sits relative to
**FIGURE 1.3.5** Hierarchical tree terminology

- **Root**: The top node of a tree is the root.
- **Leaf**: A node with no children is a leaf.
- **Parent**: A node with children is the parent.
- **Child**: A node with children is the parent.
- **Descendants**: All nodes that are directly and indirectly related to a parent are descendants.
- **Outgoing Count**: The number of directly connected nodes to a given parent.
- **Outgoing Count**: Synonymous with 'Span of Control'.
- **Depth**: The 'level' within a tree. Example: CEO depth = 1, CFO depth = 2, etc.
the CEO. It is as if the distance from the CEO is the sole definition of power, grade, or potential salary. So does that mean those at the bottom of the org chart are by definition unimportant, regardless of anything else? Clearly not. I have seen org charts where someone’s chauffeur is three from the top but where the lead technical director on a key future technological project is six away. There are times when the span of control or number of people below the position are assumed to be a proxy for importance instead. This type of thinking is flawed. Indeed, when I have experienced this first hand, one of the things that has always surprised me in allocating management was how we didn’t want some of the most important positions to have a team to manage at all (ie no direct reports and a span of control of zero). The amazing thing – but it’s logical in hindsight – is that (a) not everyone is good at managing, (b) many technical or sales roles suffer from the burden of management and (c) by not having a team, the influence of those individuals is not necessarily diminished in the slightest.

Doing org design is not about mapping and moving people and positions in org charts. You need to see beyond depth and layers, spans of control and size of control (the total number of positions below) and see what is in the box: the objectives; accountabilities; competencies; projects they are involved in; risk they manage; clients they serve. In other words, see the system. You need to understand the information flows and hierarchies across the organization to really understand how they fit together.

When building the hierarchies in practice across the organization, whether roles, objectives or processes and so on, a useful approach is the Mutually Exclusive and Collectively Exhaustible (MECE) methodology. This concept was developed by Barbara Minto while at McKinsey, a management consultancy firm, and is at the heart of her ‘Pyramid Principle’. The idea is that you take a high-level idea or action and break it down in a logical and structured way. Just as repeating points or missing out points in a presentation would have a negative impact on its overall message, not adhering to the MECE framework does likewise. The table in Figure 1.3.6 summarizes the two aspects of the MECE approach and how you achieve each one.

Using this approach is extremely useful when trying to break down work (processes), objectives, competencies, risk, projects and many more of the elements within the detailed design. Theoretically, if all organizational objectives are MECE then the organization is running at the best possible efficiency; there are no duplicated objectives and, when added up, all the objectives and subobjectives cover all the strategic aims (see more in Chapter 3.3). In reality this is near impossible, but thinking it through in this way helps you avoid unnecessary blockers and inefficiencies.
MECE (pronounced: ‘mee-see’) methodology for building taxonomies

**FIGURE 1.3.6** MECE methodology for building taxonomies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MECE (pronounced: ‘mee-see’)</th>
<th>Creating a MECE taxonomy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE</td>
<td>1. Group information into separate categories.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Break down into logical subcategories.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Continue until have enough detail.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLLECTIVELY EXHAUSTIVE</td>
<td>4. Check for duplication and overlaps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. Ensure language is concise and clear.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6. Test and review with stakeholders.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7. Update and maintain.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ensure subsets are distinct and do not overlap.
Ensure all elements are included without any gaps.

The most important thing when building these taxonomies is to get the level of detail right. It is easy to define too much detail. For example, in the context of a work canteen there could be a process of ‘Feed staff’. This can be broken down into five main areas: Manage the canteen; Buy the food, goods and services; Preparation; Service; Clean. From this, each element can be further analysed. For example, ‘Prepare’ could be broken into ‘Meat’, ‘Vegetables’ and ‘Sauces’. These can be further broken down, and then again, and again, as in Figure 1.3.7.

It is possible to break this down until you reach the point of absurdity. You could imagine that the process of ‘Slice potatoes’ could be further broken into sort potatoes; align them; cut them; and so on. Remember, though, all of these sets of information connect to one another so the more detail you create the more complexity you are going to have to manage. You have to balance detail against practicality.

Having created and visualized your taxonomies, the next step is to connect them to start defining them in the context of the organizational system.

**Method 2: connect the system**

With your hierarchical information in place, the next step is to link these elements in what is a series of many-to-many relationships. At the end of the day, when doing an organization design you are looking at what and how
much work needs to be done, and how to divide that work between your workforce. From the moment a founder brings on another person, an organization is born. From this point tasks are divided up: you do X and I’ll do Y. As the volume of work, people and complexity increases, dividing the work and understanding who does what and for how long becomes harder and harder to manage. Taxonomies set the platform for bringing it all back together. For example, operations are split between functions and subfunctions. Work is broken down into a geographical context of what is done centrally or locally. Job grades are created so that the right level of task is done by the right level of seniority. Linking is how you can connect all these elements together.

Linking helps with a number of things:

- It gives clarity to who is required to do what and for how long.
- It helps ensure everything that needs to be done is covered.
- It avoids duplications of effort or things falling between the cracks.

Figure 1.3.8 shows, in the top two tables, differing ways of linking the organizational system through allocation of time and an accountability matrix, and then how those allocations can be seen within the context of the org
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**FIGURE 1.3.8 Connecting the organizational system**

**Linking table by allocation of time**

**RAS matrix**

**Org chart of RAS allocations**
chart. They both have positions as rows and, in this example, activities as columns. You can then fill in the gaps to mark which roles are connected to which activities and to see how this affects each person within the organizational hierarchy.

**RACI, RASIC, RAPID – cut out the complexity**

A tool often used for linking is the accountability matrix. I came across this method the first time I did an OD project for the sales and marketing function of an automotive company in South Africa in the 1990s. At 5.15 pm on a Friday in early summer, 15 minutes before I was due to join my colleagues for a well-earned beer, I got a call from the German office explaining they were urgently short of a consultant and off I went to the airport, files in hand and an angry girlfriend left behind for six weeks.

My experience of OD was limited to say the least. I had just completed a restructuring of a UK automotive distributor, but it was obvious I was not the first choice. During the flight I had to prep for the 9 am kick-off meeting and, as part of that, for the first time I came across the RACI accountability framework. This framework helps determine who is Responsible (R), Accountable (A), Consulted (C) or Informed (I) for a set of fields such as objectives, risks, projects, processes, activities and so on.

A series of questions came to mind:

- What is the difference between being Accountable and Responsible?
- How important was it to really define who needed to be Consulted and Informed?
- What about other people who needed to be involved in actually doing the work?
- Making decisions is different from doing ‘stuff’ – what about all those who have a veto on a decision, or feel they do?
- The point of the A and R is that there should be only one person per role (ie single points of Accountability). But, what if there are two decision makers (ie two people have veto power)?

What I didn’t think of until much later, but having done this numerous times since, is once this has been defined, how do you sustain it? How do you communicate it? How do you make it live? Too often we define things like a RACI as a one-off. People make a big fuss about whether they are *consulted* before a decision is made or *informed* after it is made. But this
framework just creates an unnecessary amount of detail, and is completely unrealistic to maintain.

Whenever I did an org piece, whether using RACI, RASIC (the S stands for ‘Support’) or RAPID (a framework used by the consulting firm Bain with the specifications Recommend, Agree, Perform, Input and Decide), all those questions remained. In particular, I became tired of trying to explain the difference between R and A: ‘The R needs to make sure it happens; the A gets shot if it doesn’t and, yes, they are often the same person.’ Equally, having debates about who exactly needs to be informed or consulted is fairly painful. If you debate that one for hours you really know you are going to struggle. shouldn’t the person responsible also be responsible for working that one out? Shouldn’t we just say that the R and A is the same person? If it is a decision, should we need to know who needs to approve it (ie who has a veto)? From a workforce planning and resourcing perspective, isn’t it important to know who needs to be involved? My conclusion was that you must be able to simplify the whole thing. In response to this I thought through an RAS method for the accountability matrix:

1. Combine R and A – just have R and define it as Responsible and Accountable.
2. Throw out I and C – leave it to the person Responsible to define who needs to be Informed and Consulted.

This just gives you the R – one letter for defining the one person who is responsible. Simple.

But equally there are scenarios where it is useful to:

1. define who needs to approve a decision to help clarify the governance;
2. think through who else needs to provide time to get the work or decision done.

This leads to a simple ‘RAS’ framework as shown in Figure 1.3.9. It is a simple way of making sure accountability settings for processes and activities are not held up by unnecessary conversations, meetings and complications.

Assigning accountabilities to each process and activity provides clarity to everyone, both the person responsible for any given activity and those around him or her. The example in Figure 1.3.8 has the Financial Adviser responsible for five activities and supporting a further four. Using this RAS framework you can allocate who is responsible for what and what is required from each role. It isn’t easy to build an accountability matrix. It requires you not only to define the processes and activities, but also to think through the roles...
and define that link. It can be highly political and can often uncover cracks where either no one is currently responsible or multiple people are. So why bother? Why not just let people sort it out and get on with it?

First, it is true you can waste too much time on the detail. Referring back to the process of building your organizational hierarchies, this is why you need to make sure you don’t overcomplicate things. If you have endless hierarchies and detail there is no point connecting everything in infinite detail. So, to make sure you don’t go too far, start at the top. Connect the highest levels and then cascade down. Make a judgement call when you think you are going into too much detail and prescribing too much. After all, people can build the matrix out at a team level if they feel the need to formalize roles and focus. Part Three of this book defines in far more detail how best to do this and provides far more context-specific examples.

Second, putting a framework in place is useful, but it is not simply a box-ticking exercise. So to make it useful, make sure you think through the framework in practice and the amount of ‘political noise’ that will be generated by the numbers involved in the governance elements of the process design, such as the decision-making processes. This is expanded further in Chapter 3.3.
It is worth mentioning that I am not suggesting that the RAS method is the only way to build out these links. For example, instead of (or in addition to) the RAS matrix you could define the percentage of time that a person spends doing each activity, as with an Individual Activity Analysis (IAA – a method I outline in Chapter 3.4). Once this information is collected, you can define the cost of each activity and process that lead to a vast range of insights and improvement potentials. The principle of creating an accountability matrix can be applied across all the areas of the organizational system. For example, you can link roles to process and objectives, process to competencies and, therefore, indirectly linking roles and competencies together. Suddenly, the pieces of the jigsaw begin to fit together. You are starting to build out your graph. You can begin to analyse and get insight into which competencies are most in demand. If you then define which competencies each person has, then you know where the greatest gaps are and can prioritize your training and recruitment of specific skills. You can also begin scenario modelling. For example, what if you improved the efficiency of a given activity, then who would be impacted and what would the FTE reduction be? Part Three details how to do this and the ramifications of doing it in far more detail.

My final note on this section is that these connecting principles set the platform for high value adding analysis by performing ‘data mashing’. This is the process of bringing disparate sets of data together to look for and uncover new areas of insight. For example, combining your people data with sales data or network data to see where the hidden connections are. The possibilities are endless. However, the key is to get the basics in place so you can really start to explore how your people both impact and are impacted by areas across the whole.

To fully understand these links you need a way of presenting and interpreting that information. And here we come to the final and, in many ways, the most important method: visualize to analyse and understand.

Method 3: visualize to analyse

The process of visualizing and analysing information is the foremost principle in understanding the many-to-many links and connections of the organizational system. It is the very essence of this book. Having looked at a range of definitions, I understand analytics as the revelation, understanding and communication of insights from data. In other words, analytics is more than just having and looking at data. Analytics if used in the right
way helps to drive performance and better decision-making, uncover issues, solve them and see the results. As part of this analytical process, visualizing information can connect the seemingly unconnected, give deeper and better insights across the organization and improve the organization design process. For example:

- What sorts of recruitment channels provide the strongest performance with above-average loyalty? If you know that, you can concentrate the focus and recruit more high performers.
- Which managers have the most engaged, highest performing teams over a sustained period? If you know that, then getting to why this is the case is much easier.
- Which projects have inexperienced/low performing teams? Are they the most critical projects? Do you, therefore, know the balance of staff by experience, tenure and performance? This could mean the difference between the most critical projects failing or driving results beyond expectations.
- Which risks are being actively managed and, therefore, reducing the probability of them happening?

The list is almost endless.

One of the hardest parts of organization design is not actually working out where you are going but working out exactly where you are. You need to visualize data to analyse and understand the organizational system. Rows and tables of data tell you very little. Organizational data may not be big data, but that doesn’t mean that it isn’t are still not sizeable. Also, given you are bringing data from across the organizational system, no table is going to be able to show you the links which connect the system together.

The business case for visualizing information has been well made; using visuals over text can decrease learning time, improve understanding and increase the retention of information.6,7,8 This is not only useful from the point of view of your own understanding of the organization, but how you report and communicate messages to others. It’s about turning data into outcomes. Data tells a story, and you need to do that story justice. Know what messages you are trying to communicate and use your visualizations as illustrations. It’s all about choosing the right chart for the right data and putting it in a logical order.

The simple point is that colourful, interactive images are a lot more exciting and satisfying than a row of Excel tables. Figure 1.3.10 puts this in sharp perspective.
FIGURE 1.3.10 Data table versus sunburst visualization coloured by engagement
The table of data and the visualization in Figure 1.3.10 hold the same information. The Excel file simply lists the reporting lines, engagement index, the depth and spans of control. The first row is the CEO, and each row is another position. The visualization is called the sunburst (you can see this type of image on the cover of this book). The circle in the middle is the CEO. Each position that reports to the CEO is shown on the next layer. The colour is the engagement based on an RAG status: Red for poorly engaged; Amber for just below average engagement; and Green for engaged. The number of layers can be differentiated by the distance from the centre. Early patterns in engagement can be picked up. This visual doesn’t convey all the relevant information but it is striking, easy to interpret and gives the person looking at it an immediate impression. By making your people data full of impact you will achieve more, and enjoy the process as you go.

There is a big debate in the world of data visualization. On one side is an emphasis on being scientific and precise, reducing subjective interpretation of the data. One of the leading voices from this school is Stephen Few, who in his fantastic book *Now You See It* emphasizes minimizing the number of pixels in visualizations to ensure clarity. For example, using clean line charts, box plots or scatter plots over pie charts or infographics.

The other approach is to tell an emotive story: to not only convey information but also get a reaction from it. An example of this is the use of infographics to tell a story. This is an area explored by David McCandless in his book *Knowledge is Beautiful*, where the emphasis is as much on the power of the visual as the information it represents.

There is quite a clash between these two schools. The purist versus the poet, if you like. One blogger with a marketing background positions the debate strongly: ‘Do we seek to make art or is our primary goal to inform people about the state of the world around them?’ The challenge is that while infographics are more engaging they can give a misleading view of the world. I believe you can actually get the best from both worlds, especially in an organizational context. Often when representing organizational data you need to convey clarity and understanding while also engaging and creating an urge for action. I would tentatively put forward that an emergent third school: data visualization focused more specifically on hierarchical, organic and framework-driven information. This type of information naturally fits closely with organizational data, and brings together the thought process behind representing frameworks, models and structures with added clarity and insight from high-impact and comprehensive data visualization. I would argue that a great deal of organizational analysis falls
**Figure 1.3.11** Stacked bar graph versus sunflower visualization: performance ranking versus tenure coloured by location
into this third category. I leave it up to you to decide if this represents a
new genre entirely or simply a practical application of data visualization
taking the best from the other two.

Figure 1.3.11 illustrates how the same data can be visualized in very dif-
fferent ways. The top figure shows a set of stacked bar graphs with the tenure
ranges by performance scores. The sunflower figure below has the exact
same information but shows each member of the various populations as
a single coloured dot. I can see, for instance, that there are four people who
have a tenure of 2–4 years with a 0–2 performance from the blue location.
(The colour represents the locations of each employee.)

Hierarchical trees can be visualized in multiple ways and, in the context
of organizational analytics and design work, they give the opportunity to
see across the organization as a whole as you can visualize large amounts of
information at once and present the organization for what it is: an organic,
multifaceted system of people. Figure 1.3.12 shows several examples of
hierarchical visualizations of organizational structures. Each one highlights
a particular aspect of the organization. For example, Figure 1.3.12a allows
you to see the organization as an organic whole. In contrast, the icicle
chart (Figure 1.3.12c) helps to highlight the Span of Control and, when
coloured by performance, whether there are any correlations between large
spans of control and performance and any areas of the organization requir-
ing particular focus.

If you are interested in reading more specifically on visualizing tree struc-
tures do read The Book of Trees: Visualizing Branches of Knowledge by
Manuel Lima.12

I believe that data visualization and analytics are the key not just to
understanding the organization, but having an impact, making things
happen and driving change. It is a theme that runs throughout this book.
The type of visual you should use depends on the questions. If you want to
understand the layers and structural pyramid, then a box grid is an extremely
effective way of understanding the ‘shape’ of an organization, as shown in
Figure 1.3.13.

However, if you are also interested in the spans of control and the layers,
Figure 1.3.14 brings that to life. The rows are the layers (the depth) and the
columns are the spans of control (outgoing count). The numbers in each
cell represent the number of employees with those spans for the given layer.
This has been coloured according to a traditional blue-to-red heat map
where blue is infrequent and red frequent.
**FIGURE 1.3.12** Example organizational tree layouts

(a) Balloon tree layout
Figure 1.3.12 Cont’d

(b) Scaled balloon layout

(c) Icicle layout
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**Figure 1.3.13** Box grid visualization of organizational depth (layers pyramid)

Count of Records by Records and Depth

**Figure 1.3.14** Box grid visualization: heat map of depth versus span of control (outgoing count)

Count of Records by Outgoing Count and Depth
A cornerstone of my belief in the power of data visualization and how it supports organization design is that visuals should be interactive, providing a seamless interaction with data from collection, through cleansing and analysis to manipulation and modelling. (The idea of cleansing data visually is one I explore in more detail in Chapter 3.2) By playing with data visually you will make your life so much more enjoyable. The future is one where you can work with data visually, manipulating and changing visualizations that automatically alter data at source. This is the Internet of Things applied to organization design and it is the logical next step from the touch-screen interactive technology we have come to expect in our everyday lives.

Model the to-be

There is so much value to be gained from visualizing and analysing the as-is of an organization. It is truly game changing to visualize and analyse future scenarios and decisions. This is the heart of good organization design, whether it is process design, objective setting, rightsizing or workforce planning.

However, at this point we are still in the world of moving boxes round a PowerPoint slide. We want to get to where, in the scenarios you plan, you can see all the elements of the organizational system shift with each change. Then you can see the gaps, the opportunities, the risks and take action accordingly.

Tracking and sustaining performance

It is all very well getting the edge, but that in itself achieves little if you cannot sustain it. You have to find a way to track changes and performance over time. For example, take an objective. Can you set up a process so you can see the before and after effects of an organizational change?

Going through all these processes creates a virtuous circle. If you can see where you are you can plan for change; if you can plan for change you can make better decisions; if you track results you can maintain your understanding of the as-is and look for improvements – and so on.

With this in mind I see organization design as an ongoing process rather than one of intervention. Designs should be being tweaked, honed and improved all the time. It is only through data visualization and analytics that this can be made possible.
Final thoughts: see it as a journey

The concepts in this section and book are too penetrating to implement in one go as there is so much to define. In writing this book I have tried to break down each element of the system to make it easier to implement areas one at a time depending on your priorities.

By phasing the work, you should build institutional knowledge. The direction of analysis has to move from static snapshots to seeing change over time. Data is constantly changing and flow: both actuals and forecasts move. It is about seeing how these both change over time, their relationships with each other, what the gaps are, whether the gap is increasing or narrowing and whether you can find any causal relationships (for example, number of objectives owned by each person and the success rates of achieving the objectives) so that you can improve performance.

By creating, linking and visualizing your organizational hierarchies, the depth of analysis you can achieve is remarkable. For example, you can see the links between individual and objective performance, and then dive into whether an individual who is underperforming has missing competencies that are trainable, is overloaded with too many new objectives, or is working for a new manager who has historically had significantly higher than reasonable team attrition. Once the data is in place, you can really start to have fun and see the value flow.

Building an understanding of any framework takes time and I’m sure many of you will be thinking that this interconnected vision is a fantasyland, given that many organizations struggle to understand their headcount alone. But organization design is a journey and you can never do all the work or change everything in one go. I hope the methods and ideas in this book help to facilitate change at all stages of organization design, whether in answering the most basic questions or performing complex advanced analytics. The ideas in this chapter will help to navigate the remainder of this book.
Remember this

1. See the organization as an interconnected system.
2. Build organizational data through taxonomies across each area of the system.
3. Organizational data is not big data, and contain many-to-many relationships.
4. Connect the organizational system through hierarchy building and by using links through percentage of time, competencies scores or acronyms like RAS in the accountability matrix.
5. Make it visual because the way you see the world defines how you understand it.

Notes
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